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Bihac. A child tries to obtain essential 
goods being distributed by the Red Cross.



A goal to reach, potentially deadly challenges to overcome and just a single resource – 
a mobile phone. 
It may sound like the plot for a horror film, but “the game” is now a harsh reality. 
For young Iranian victims of Sharia law, Kurdish families whose parents have been 
imprisoned for their political activities, young Afghans tired of living in the midst of 
war or Pakistani migrants reduced to poverty, arriving at the end of the Balkan route is 
an enterprise that tests the limits of human possibilities. 

“The Game” is the ironic name they have given it, perhaps to allay the dread of exhausting 
the few resources on their journey or encountering a nightmarish obstacle that forces 
them to start again from square one. 
Sent back to the ravaged condominiums of a Bosnia that still bears the scars of its tragic 
war. Queuing up to use the toilet they must share with at least two hundred people. 
In the dank, misty Balkan forests, where you wake up soaked to the skin and disoriented. 
Another life. Another possibility. Until it’s game over. 
Slovenia, Italy and especially the central European and Scandinavian countries are the 
dream for what could finally be a “normal” future. The way out of the labyrinth. 

Although Bosnia has few resources to spare for flood of people arriving from the Middle 
East and Central Asia, it is the only place where everything is still possible – assistance 
from former refugees, a new route opened by people smugglers who can demand anything up 
to 4,000 euro per person, maybe the use of free wifi in the local bars. 
In Bihac, on the border with Croatia, the final consolation is the river, where it’s 
possible to wash or shave before trusting to the mobile phone’s GPS system for the great 
leap into the unknown. Beyond lies the risk of encountering the Croatian police in the 
scary tunnels – the police hand out regular beatings when the migrants are caught again 
on these perilous routes, and deliberately destroy their mobile phones. 
Even worse is the insurmountable wall put up by the Hungarian authorities. The first 
attempt may create a chink, the second a crack. 
When there’s no choice, there is only one direction left – the lands beyond.  



Bihac. The sun sets and the evening darkens. There is no 
electricity or light in the building. There are many cases 

of youngsters falling from as high as 10 metres.



On the night bus from Sarajevo to 
the town of Bihac, on the border with 
Croatia, an Afghan father and his son 
catch up with the rest of their family. 



The river makes Bihac a tourist destination, especially in the summer. Many reservations for 
the 2018 season have been cancelled because of the difficulties caused by the migrant flows.



An Italian resident, this Moroccan 
smuggler is in Sarajevo to offer and 
organise passage to Italy. This can 
cost between 1,500 and 3,000 euro.



A family from Iraqi Kurdistan held up in Bihac 
for weeks wait to be called by a smuggler.  
Those with children have no choice, as the journey 
on foot would be too hard for the little ones.



Bihac. The migrants need their mobile 
phones to contact smugglers and relatives,

 make payments and find out how they will be 
received at their hoped-for destination.



There are many 
families with 
children, as well 
as unaccompanied 
minors.



In the centre of Bihac the migrants have occupied an 
unfinished building for the first weeks of their stay. 
This precarious structure has been the cause of many 
accidents – one youngster was even left paralysed.



The unofficial Bihac camp. Despite the lack of 
aid and resources, everyone shares what they 
have. Sometimes just a hair clipper is enough.



Sarajevo Station. Every day around 200 
people sleep in and around the building.



Bihac, 
the Red Cross

 distributes the 
sole daily meal.



Sarajevo, a migrant uses Google Maps 
to trace the route to take on foot to 
reach Italy via Croatia and Slovenia.



Bihac.Youngsters pass the time waiting 
for a call from the smuggler, who can 
make them wait for days or weeks.



Slovenian border. 
Eight hours soaked through and without moving, they await nightfall
before crossing the Kolpa river. Crossing the border is called “The Game” 
because you either win or lose, or perhaps simply to play down the dangers.



Sarajevo. 
Every evening a volunteer doctor visits the migrants outside 
Sarajevo station. Their reception is managed by local NGOs 
and volunteers. The government was caught totally unprepared.



The Avaz Twist Tower, the former Yugoslavia’s 
tallest skyscraper, opposite Sarajevo station.



A building in the centre of Bihac with no water or 
lighting, occupied by around two hundred people. 



Bihac. In the absence of a hot 
shower a mother washes her child 
with water heated over a fire.  



Muhammed from Syria’s frustration as he reads the UNHCR
migrant report while waiting to join his wife and son in 
Sweden. “I worked for the UNHCR in Syria during the war and 
now nobody will help me here. They write “22% Syrians”. Where 
are they? I haven’t met a single one of them. They all pretend 
to be Syrians just so they can request asylum, then they ask 
for handouts and create problems. We Syrians aren’t like that”. 



When they arrive in Bihac, on the Croatian 
border,the migrants are taken by bus to an 
abandoned building where between 500 and 800 
people are living as they wait to cross the border.



Unofficial camp at Bihac. 



Bihac.
There are also many families and small 
children, some only a few months old.



Kurdish children take photographs 
in the unofficial Bihac camp.
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